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a b s t r a c t

The dependence of various SOL widths on the line-averaged density (ne) and plasma current (Ip) for the
quiescent H-mode plasmas with Type-V ELMs in the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) was
investigated. It is found that the heat flux SOL width (kq), measured by the IR camera, is virtually insen-
sitive to ne and has a strong negative dependence on Ip. This insensitivity of kq to ne is consistent with the
scaling law from JET H-mode plasmas that shows a very weak dependence on the upstream density. The
electron temperature, ion saturation current density, electron density, and electron pressure decay
lengths (kTe, kjsat, kne, and kpe, respectively) measured by the probe showed that kTe and kjsat have strong
negative dependence on Ip, whereas kne and kpe revealed only a little or no dependence. The dependence
of kTe on Ip is consistent with the scaling law in the literature, while kne and kpe dependence shows a dif-
ferent trend.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The lifetime of plasma facing components in the future fusion
power plant is critically dependent on the peak heat flux that must
be accommodated by the targets for a given power flowing into the
Scrape-off Layer (SOL) region, PSOL, which is governed by the radial
heat flux width, kq. There have been a number of publications on
the investigation of kq variation as a function of various operational
parameters such as plasma current (Ip), plasma density (ne), PSOL,
edge safety factor (q95), and toroidal B-field (Bt). In the large aspect
ratio geometry, multi-machine scaling laws on kq have been con-
structed both in L- and H-mode plasmas [1,2], as well as the inves-
tigation of kTe, kne, and kpe [3]. In the spherical tokamak (ST)
geometry, an L-mode kq scaling using the heat flux profiles from
the target Langmuir probe measurement was constructed on MAST
[4] and investigations of H-mode kq dependence, based on the
Infrared (IR) camera measurement, on Ip and PSOL were also carried
out in NSTX [5,6].

Heat flux to the divertor target can be calculated using electron
temperature and radial particle flux density, by

q? ¼ cskTeC? ¼ cskTe
jþsat

e
sin n ð1Þ
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where cs is the sheath heat transmission coefficient, C? is the par-
ticle flux incident on the surface, jþsat is the ion saturation current
density, and n is the angle of incidence between the magnetic field
lines and the surface. Relation between jþsat and ne, jþsat /

ffiffiffiffiffi

Te
p

ne, indi-
cates that q? is also related to ne, i.e. q? / T3=2

e ne. It is also known the
pressure gradient in the edge plasma often comes close to a critical
gradient which scales as I2

p [11,12]. Therefore, it is important to
investigate the dependence of kTe, kne, kjsat, and kpe on the operation
parameters as well as the kq dependence on them in order to more
efficiently approach an empirical extrapolation to the future ma-
chine. There is little work previously done on this subject, particu-
larly in the ST geometry and H-mode plasmas. In this paper, we
report the first result of the five relevant SOL widths, kTe, kne, kjsat,
kpe, and kq, for their dependence on ne and Ip in NSTX H-mode
plasmas.

2. Experimental setup

Experiments were performed in the NSTX tokamak [8,9]
(R = 0.85 m, a < 0.67 m, R/a > 1.27) in lower single null (LSN)
discharges, with toroidal magnetic field, BT = 0.38–0.55 T, plasma
current, Ip = 0.7–1 MA, line-averaged electron density �ne ¼ 3:2�
6:0� 1013 cm�3, and neutral beam (NBI) power of 1–2 MW. The
plasmas had relatively lower elongation, j = 2.0, and triangularity,
d = 0.45. Simultaneous measurements of the upstream Te, ne, and
jsat and the target q? profiles were made using the fast reciprocat-
ing probe [10] and infra-red (IR) camera [5], respectively, in quies-
cent H-mode plasmas with Type-V ELMs [13]. The fast
reciprocating probe measures upstream plasma parameters
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(17.3 cm below the mid-plane) across the SOL with spatial resolu-
tion of 1–2 mm. The IR camera measures heat flux profile both on
the inboard and outboard divertor tiles with temporal resolution of
�33 ms and spatial resolution of �6 mm.

Fig. 1 shows the time evolution of (a) plasma current, (b) line
averaged density, (c) injected NBI power (PNBI), and (d) Da signal
for outer lower divertor, for a typical Type-V ELM H-mode shot,
128341. The L-H transition is indicated by the Da drop at
�130 ms, and the plasma stays in H-mode until �430 ms. The
small oscillations on Da signal are signatures of the Type-V ELMs.
The reciprocating probe was plunged during the time window indi-
cated by the dotted vertical lines. The measured profiles by the
probe and IR camera are flux mapped to the midplane using the
magnetic equilibrium reconstruction and are plotted as a function
of R � Rsep (radial distance from the separatrix location).

3. Dependence of various SOL widths on Ip and ne

The electron–electron collisionality (m�ee = Lc/kee, where kee is the
e–e mean free path and Lc is the parallel connection length) in the
upstream SOL region was calculated from the Te and ne profile data
and Lc calculated by magnetic equilibrium reconstruction. It is
found that the SOL plasma is strongly collisional near the separa-
trix, (m�ee = 30–40, and stays in the conduction-limited regime with-
in a few centimeters from the separatrix [7]. It is found that the
SOL plasma profiles are well peaked and decay exponentially with-
in 2–3 cm from the separatrix (the near SOL), and have long tails
from there to the wall (the far SOL). Therefore only the near SOL
plasma was fitted to the exponential function to obtain scale
lengths.

3.1. Ip dependence

The Ip scan was conducted for two Ip levels, 0.8 and 1.0 MA, with
approximately constant q95 by varying Bt accordingly, with
Fig. 1. Time trace of various discharge parameters: (a) plasma current, (b) line-averaged
taken during the quiescent H-mode phase with Type-V ELMs. The window indicated by
PNBI = 1.4 MW and ne = 3.5 � 1013 cm�3 during the measurement.
The peak heat flux increased strongly with increasing Ip, while kq

decreased by a factor of �2. This is consistent with the previous
NSTX result [5,6]. First shown in Fig. 2 is the two ion saturation
current profiles measured by the fast probe Isat tip, which is con-
stantly biased to �170 V to obtain particle flux profile. kjsat has a
strong negative dependence on Ip, i.e. 1.1 cm for 1 MA and 1.6 cm
for 800 kA. The second plot of Fig. 2 shows two electron pressure
profiles, pe = Tene, with Te and ne measured by the single probe
tip. It is seen that kpe is virtually independent of the Ip variation.
The dependence of kTe and kne on Ip is shown in Fig. 3. Note that
for all these profiles the separatrix position determined by the
equilibrium reconstruction was corrected by the power balance
consideration which gives Te at the separatrix (Te,sep) of 30–40 eV
for the shots presented in Figs. 2 and 3. On the other hand, the sep-
aratrix position of the IR heat flux profiles is well defined by the
position of peak heat flux. It is seen that kTe has a strong negative
dependence on Ip, i.e. kTe increased by more than 30%, from 1.6 to
2.1 cm, with the Ip decrease from 1 MA to 800 kA. This result is
consistent with the H-mode kTe scaling result from ASDEX-Upgrade
(AUG) [3].

kTe / n0:92�0:18
e I�1:79�0:27

p ðPtot � PradÞ�0:63�0:09 ð2Þ

kTe in NSTX, ranging usually from �1.0 to �2 cm, is much longer
than values from conventional tokamaks with comparable size. A
recent multi-machine kTe scaling with major radius, kTe ¼ 3:1�
10�3R0ðmÞ [14], would give a much shorter kTe for NSTX
(R0=0.85 m) than is observed. Same is expected for the plot in kTe/
R0 vs. ne,sep/nGreenwald space [14]. NSTX results would be a factor
of 6–7 higher than the fitting lines in both cases. We suspect this
indicates that the minor radius (a) might be a better choice for
the machine size scaling than the major radius, considering the
different aspect ratio between ST and conventional tokamaks.
However, this would not completely resolve the discrepancy, e.g.
DIII-D has a similar minor radius with NSTX but kTe is still 2–3 times
density, (c) injected NBI power, and (d) Da signal for outer lower divertor. Data was
dotted vertical lines is the time period of reciprocating probe measurement.



Fig. 2. Measured jþsat (by fast reciprocating probe at z = �17.3 cm) profile and pe (calculated from the measured Te and ne profiles, i.e. pe = Tene) profile, mapped to the midplane
with fitting curves for the near SOL overlaid, as a function of R � Rsep in two Ip cases.

Fig. 3. Measured Te and ne profiles (by fast reciprocating probe at z = �17.3 cm), mapped to the midplane with fitting curves for the near SOL overlaid, as a function of R � Rsep,
for the same discharges as in Fig 2.
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smaller than NSTX. One possibility that could explain this is the ef-
fect of ELM filaments on broadening Te profile, which is a topic of
our on-going investigation.

On the other hand, little change in kne is observed. It slightly in-
creased, from 1.4 cm to 1.5 cm, with the Ip increase from 800 kA to
1 MA. However, this change could be within the error bar associ-
ated with the probe measurement and certainly the dependence
of kne on Ip is much weaker than kTe and kjsat. This result is not con-
sistent with the H-mode kne scaling result from AUG [3]

kne / n1:11�0:13
e I�2:25�0:16

p ð3Þ

from which a significant kne decrease (�40%) is expected with the Ip

increase from 800 kA to 1 MA. This insensitivity of kne to Ip is the
primary cause of the invariance of kpe against the Ip variation
(Fig. 2). This result is also in contrast to a kpe scaling law in the lit-
erature [3,11]

kpe / n1:03�0:13
e I�1:96�0:2

p ðPtot � PradÞ�0:4�0:07 ð4Þ

kpe scaling as kpe / ne=I2
p , with heat diffusivities scaling similarly

[15], is largely consistent with the expectation from critical gradient
limitation by pressure driven modes (e.g. ideal or resistive balloon-
ing modes) [11,12]. This suggests that NSTX edge plasma might not
totally consistent with the ballooning-mode-type profile character-
istics. However, considering the small size of our present database
and therefore the limited parameter range and large error bars, it
seems inappropriate to make a definite conclusion at this stage.

Also, by plotting Thomson scattering Te and ne data against each
other, a clear correlation between radial electron density and tem-
perature decay lengths is found, with ge ¼ dðln TeÞ=dðln neÞ ranging
from 1.2 to 1.9, in the steep pedestal gradient region inside and
across the separatrix for Type-V ELMy and ELM-free H-mode plas-
mas. This could be consistent with a critical ge behavior typical for
drift modes [12]. One interesting point observed in NSTX is that ge

often has a break point in the near SOL, slightly past the separatrix
toward the wall, from where data points toward the core show
ge = 1.2–1.9 and data points toward the wall has a weaker func-
tional form, ge = 0.4–0.8.

3.2. ne dependence

The kq dependence on ne in L-mode plasmas is found stronger in
the ST geometry (kq / n1:5

e ) [4] than in the conventional tokamaks
(kq / n0:68

e ) [1]. On the other hand, the multi-machine H-mode kq

scaling in the conventional tokamak geometry [1] does not contain
dependence on ne. A more recent result from JET ELMy H-mode
plasmas [2] indicates that kq dependence on the upstream density
is weakly positive. That is,

kq / B�0:9
t q0:4

95 P�0:5
SOL n0:15

e;u ð5Þ

Our investigation of kq dependence on ne in H-mode plasmas is
based on a dataset with density variation of about �50% (from 4.0
to 6.0 � 1013 cm�3). It is seen that kq stays almost the same over
the whole range of density variation, at around kq = 1.2–1.5 cm.
The result shown in Fig. 4 is for a discharge with Ip = 900 kA and
PNBI = 2 MW. The JET result (Eq. (5)), based on a multi-shot dataset,
would anticipate virtually same kq values over the density variation
of 50% because of its weak density dependence. Therefore, it ap-
pears consistent with our result. This scaling law does not have



Fig. 4. Measured heat flux profiles at the outer lower divertor tile by IR camera with
near SOL fitting curves overlaid (lower) and ne profile by Thomson Scattering
(upper) in four line-averaged density cases, corresponding to different time slices
during a long H-mode period for shot 128352.
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an Ip dependence but the Bt dependence can be interpreted as the Ip

dependence as we have kept q95 constant during the Ip scan exper-
iment (Ip / q95Bt). Therefore, the negative dependence of kq on Ip in
NSTX mentioned earlier is also consistent with Eq. (5). The negative
dependence of kq on the input power, which was reported previ-
ously [5,6], shows the same trend as is expected from Eq. (5) as well.
The kTe, kjsat, kne, and kpe dependence on ne could not be investigated
due to the lack of measured data points and is a subject for further
study in the future.
4. Discussions

The negative dependence of kq on Ip confirms our previous re-
sult [5,6] and the result of no dependence on ne is consistent with
the JET result [2]. The strong negative dependence of kTe on Ip is
consistent with the scaling law from AUG database [3]. However,
our result of no dependence of kne on Ip shows a different trend
from the scaling law in the literature. The kTe and kne dependence
on ne will be also investigated and compared with the existing scal-
ing laws in the future. Collisionality and connection length for
NSTX are not obviously different from the ones in conventional
tokamaks. Typical NSTX values are m�e � 30 and Lc = 40–50 m near
the separatrix. Although the connection length is longer than con-
ventional tokamaks with comparable minor radius (e.g. Lc 6 30 for
both ASDEX-U and DIII-D), SOL collisionality values are similar
(m�e = 15–45 for both machines [3]). We therefore do not expect that
the longer connection length would make a big difference in the
scaling result by itself. As for the relevant size parameter for mul-
ti-machine comparison, we believe the minor radius would be a
better choice because of the low aspect ratio of NSTX, as was dis-
cussed earlier.

Considering the limited size of our present database, there is a
need for a bigger dataset to further investigate dependences on Ip

and ne as well as to derive scaling laws and extrapolation to the fu-
ture machine. Data analysis to construct a larger dataset for Te and
ne profiles is currently underway. It is suspected that the observed
insensitivity of kne to Ip, therefore insensitivity of kpe as well, might
be related to the different confinement properties and this will be
investigated in detail in the future work.
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